DRESS CODE INFORMATION
The following outlines the EC dress code for the
2018-2019 school year for the Class of 2020
_______________________________________________________________________
BOYS AND GIRLS:
1. Students may wear black or khaki/tan Docker-style twill dress pants that are of the proper
size and fit with a belt. The pants should have no outside patch pockets in the front or
back. No cargo pockets, rivets, zippers or fad styles are allowed. Jean material, corduroy
or stretch pants are not acceptable.
2. Beginning in 2018, freshmen may wear a dark green or gray sweater vest, cardigan, or Vneck sweater embroidered with the EC logo with their uniforms. These can be purchased
from Schoolbelles.
3. Students must wear solid black, brown, navy, or gray dress shoes with backs and not
exceeding the ankle bone, with dress socks. Tennis shoes or athletic shoe look-a-likes are
not acceptable.
BOYS
1. Boys wear white, long or short-sleeve dress shirts with a collar. A white crewneck tshirt, with no writing, may be worn under the dress shirt.
2. A conventional tie that is in good taste must be worn with the dress shirts.
3. New this year, boys may wear dark green or white polo shirts embroidered with the EC
logo from May 1st until October 1st. These can be purchased from Schoolbelles. Note –
boys must wear white dress shirts on Mass days.
4. Boys must wear dress socks covering the ankle bone that are solid navy, black or brown.
No white athletic socks are permitted.
5. Juniors are permitted to wear the uniform ¼ zip black pullover and Schoolbelles fleece.
Students are required to wear white dress shirts with an appropriate tie with these items.
GIRLS
1. Girls wear short or long-sleeve embroidered white oxford shirts purchased from
Schoolbelles. These shirts are mandatory Mass day attire.
2. Girls may also wear the banded polo shirt in white (this polo does not have to be tucked
in), purchased from Schoolbelles. A white t-shirt, with no writing, may be worn under
the polo or oxford shirts.
3. Girls may wear a uniform skirt purchased from Schoolbelles in navy/green plaid or forest
green. Please note the length must be no shorter than 2” from the knee.
4. Girls must wear knee high dress socks or tights in solid navy, black, hunter green, white
or gray. No white athletic socks are permitted.
5. Juniors are permitted to wear the uniform ¼ zip black pullover and Schoolbelles fleece.
Students are required to wear white dress shirts with an appropriate tie with these items.

Additional dress code information for Elyria Catholic High School can be found in the
student handbook.

